Prayer: Please allow Taiwan to know that it is in a central position in Asia

Hak Ja Han
November 23, 2019
Hyojeong True Love and Family Blessing Festival
Taipei Nangang Exhibition Center, Taiwan
World Speaking Tour for the Firm Establishment of a Heavenly World

Dearest Heavenly Parent, we come to you with gratitude. Until this day came about, the providence of salvation to find and save humanity took a lengthy period of six thousand years. How sad you were whenever you saw that humanity had become lost and was wandering aimlessly!

Now we are facing the completion of providential history. Two-thousand years ago, after Jesus' crucifixion, the providence spread across the European continent centered on the Italian Peninsula and headed outward to the world based on the Atlantic Civilization. Unfortunately, this civilization became reduced to one that took from others because its people understand neither the essence of Heavenly Parent nor the essence of Jesus.

Now, however, through the birth of True Parents on the Korean Peninsula, where the providence will come to completion, we are in an age in which human history is heading in a new and hopeful direction. It is at such a time that this ceremony to bless Cheon Il Guk citizens is being hosted in Taiwan. When we consider that history has moved in circles and is finally heading toward the Korean Peninsula for its culmination, this is a sacred moment at which Taiwan becomes one with all the Chinese people who are spread out throughout the world, and Taiwan's people obtain the qualification as heavenly citizens through the marriage blessing centered on True Parents.

Please allow Taiwan to know that it is in a central position from which it can bring together all the nations of Asia. Through the blessing, which we are holding in your presence today, enable all newly blessed couples to fulfill their tribal messiah responsibilities as Cheon Il Guk citizens, and through their doing so, let Taiwan remember that as the eldest daughter nation, it can become a proud eldest daughter nation that helps with the completion of your providence.

Please embrace all blessed families here today so that they become families that share your blessings far and wide, and thereby become blessed families who set an example in front of the world -- families that head toward the eternal world and make you proud through fulfilling their beautiful responsibilities. I sincerely pray and proclaim all these things in the name of True Parents. Aju.